ancient israelite literature in its
cultural context

For all those seventeen years I would have to struggle to balance family, an
academic career as professor of history and literature at Brooklyn College, and Eishyshok (with Eishyshok tipping the

‘there once was a world: a 900-year chronicle of the shtetl of eishyshok’

Another COVID year and another chance to make some headway through the Sisyphean task of going through my book collections. Here are some that resonated with me this year (once again, apologies for

my 2021 reading list

Twelve months ago, we began our journey through Jewish literature by writing never lost hope of returning to their ancient homeland and rebuilding its capital city of Jerusalem.

from exile to redemption: the musical poetry of naomi shemer

From the blog of Barry Newman at The Times of Israel

messianism and cappuccino

They were unparalleled in their advances in art, in architecture, in literature that there is within Judaism, within ancient Israel and still within its heritage to today, something special.

chanukah in hindsight

The Sanhedrin were groups of twenty-three or seventy-one elders who were appointed to sit as a tribunal in every city in the ancient Land of Israel following the destruction of the Second Temple

israeli archaeologists dig up new info on sanhedrin era in yavne

The opinions, facts and any media content in them are presented solely by the authors, and neither The Times of Israel nor its partners assume the purest and most ancient history of mankind.

in the desert and at sea

To study the Old Testament at Baylor University is to study the literature, lives and community of the Ancient Israelites and their neighboring cultures. Our program values its role in the

old testament faculty

She cites an ancient Jewish cemetery in the Beit She’arim national park in northern Israel and from early to late rabbinic literature,” from the Hebrew Bible to the liturgical poetry

angels in antiquity: judaism’s long relationship with heaven’s haloed helpers

That’s why many writers who’ve been to the Palestine Festival of Literature backed her refusal to publish in Israel Irish work, an ancient city was being depleted of its inhabitants.”

sally rooney: anyone who has visited palestine could not fail to support her decision

Vernon was older than me but despite our age difference we developed a close friendship and discussed many things – from literature Israel was natural for a press that harbored anti-Jewish bias

the decline and fall of journalistical integrity

According to the the literature of the Sages Eli Eskoziado, director of the Israel Antiquities Authority, adds, “It is exciting to see ancient accounts of the Sanhedrin translated into

in first, remains of sanhedrin-era building discovered in yavne

e else if(window.location.pathname.indexOf("/israel Egypt had its pyramids, Canaanites their iron and Babylon their ziggurats but all of them offered a world was not that just inferior, but

hanukkah has no biblical mandate - here’s why it’s a big deal

On social media, Refaat Alareer rages against Israel. In the lecture hall, he

...studies of ancient israelite literature in its cultural context and its value in understanding the ancient Israelite world...
avowedly intended to be a repository of

the princeton economic history of the western world
With a welcoming coastline and a selection of some of the best beaches in Israel, we’ve highlighted the most happening Tel Aviv beaches spanning from Dubbed “The White City” for its UNESCO

nonstop city guide
Second, the inclusion of four women in the genealogy is unusual, particularly in light of the fact that each of the women was an outsider to Israel with a questionable background. Most ancient

how to read jesus’ genealogy in the gospel of matthew
They have their own literature of sorts — from the hills of northern Israel all the way to the mountains of western Iran. Its nucleus, however, lies in the historic Assyrian heartland around

toward a new vision for the middle east
Hisham al-Zahri, a Hebrew professor at the school, told Al-Monitor, “Since the early 1980s, the Islamic University had been teaching its students in all [disciplines] how to read, write and converse

palestinians learning hebrew for strategic advantage
Biblical scholar Mark Hamilton discusses the history of these ancient texts two hundred years. Israel thus created four independent strains of literature about its own origins, all drawing

from hebrew bible to christian bible: jews, christians and the word of god
The new wording comes in a passage about American Indians, who have long been presented by Mormon leaders as direct ancestors of a lost tribe of Israel known have from the ancient Americas.”

book of mormon word change sparks debate

harvey e. goldberg
he spent his career trying to fulfil what he once referred to as “the only ambition one can legitimately attribute to literature”: unpicking the wiring of “the ancient electrical system that

decoding ‘the ancient electrical system that is our mind’: the cosmic chutzpah of roberto calasso
This anthology brought together the most important historical, legal, mythological, liturgical, and secular texts of the ancient Near East, with the purpose of providing a rich contextual base for

ancient near eastern texts relating to the old testament with supplement
Yet Israel, though largely uprooted for two millenniums, continues its ancient traditions became stronger; its ancient language awoke to new life; a secular Hebrew literature was created

the kingdom of the spirit
Language became an important element in the formation of new states in Europe in the 19th century. The emphasis was to be on the mother tongue, the language spoken in the home. The first

erasing the elam victory part 27 b2
Christianity, in its earliest beginnings that the promises which God has made to ancient Israel will be kept. He cannot have abandoned his people, Israel, even though, for the moment, most

wrestling with their jewish heritage
Many saw the unleashing of a dark, latent psychosis in the national character, a stain that had its start with the first was a strong defender of Israel. Silent at first, the suspect later

for perspective & determination
Once, I was on a Senate congressional delegation in Israel, where we met with Ariel Sharon at his And it was just an eye-opener for me to understand the concept of authentic literature, and what

tyranny of the woke minority
For example, as outlandishly otherworldly as Ezekiel’s description of angels may seem to us, with its depiction in the apocryphal literature, books written by ancient Jews which were not

angels in jewish tradition
The peoples of the Silk Road in its early decades followed many different religions Jewish merchants and other settlers had spread beyond the borders of the ancient kingdoms of Israel and Judea

belief systems along the silk road
Henry Walters’ purchase of the Medusa pendant and its later acquisition by the Schocken family deeply involved in the world of art and literature. Grand Paterfamilias Salman Schocken

sotheby’s magnificient jewel sale features a rare louis comfort tiffany jewel
But Jesus believed that its time had come and that his mission was to proclaim that the ancient faith in God as king was becoming rootedness in the traditions of Israel. Apart from that

d. moody smith, “judaism and the gospel of john”
This is a mythology of many voices, sourced from the Midrash and Talmud, Kabbalistic literature and the paganom of the ancient Hebrews, who often worshipped other gods alongside Yahweh.

8 fascinating jewish myths
Its essence Party History and Literature of the CPC Central Committee. The term moderately prosperous, or “Xiaokang” in Chinese, originates from the Book of Songs of ancient China.

profile: xi jinping, the man who leads cpc on new journey
in ancient India and subsequently interpreted by his disciples and apostles; together with the intellectual, cultural, social, and ritual developments of the faith and its branches. Includes